
SYDNEY: Lockdown-fueled demand for take-out
meals has brought throngs of new delivery riders
onto streets around the world, but in Australia the
boom has also seen tragedy with a spate of road
deaths highlighting the plight of couriers. As many
industries ground to a halt last year, millions lost their
jobs and others were asked to work from home, 43-
year-old Xiaojun Chen was among the legions of
couriers who rushed out on the job.

The work was hard, the hours were long, and most
of Chen’s pay went back home to China - but he was
driven by a dream to send his 15-year-old daughter
to university. Food riders doubled the time they spent
zipping around Australia’s streets in April and May
last year as lockdowns were in force, according to
data from one delivery service, Deliveroo.

Then on Sept 29, Chen collided with a bus while
delivering food in Sydney. He later passed away in
hospital - one of five couriers to die on Australian
roads in just three months of 2020. “My husband
loved his life, looked forward to the future, and was
kindhearted,” his wife Lihong Wei told AFP
through tears. His loss left Wei shaken and unsure
how she would support elderly parents and two
children alone.

Chen’s firm Hungry Panda paid for his funeral
expenses and for his widow to fly to Australia, but his
status as a contractor rather than a full-time employ-
ee has made further help unclear. “He has been work-
ing for Panda all this time, and he has been working
so hard, so why is he not entitled to those benefits
that every personnel is entitled to?” Wei told a New
South Wales parliamentary inquiry.

A Hungry Panda spokesman told AFP that,
although it was not legally required to, the company
was still discussing compensation over Chen’s death
and was working to improve safety for riders through
equipment and training.

‘Exploitation’
The “gig economy” - using temporary “indepen-

dent” workers for short-term tasks - has exploded
since the launch of the Uber ride-sharing service in
2009. Promoted as a flexible way for people to earn

money without the constraints of a full-time job, gig
work is the main source of income for many. Sixty-
one-year-old Steve Khouw, who has been riding for
Deliveroo for more than four years, told AFP he
started delivering for the platforms mainly for exer-
cise, but found many of his fellow couriers needed
the work to survive.

“These people hardly speak English, and are very
much dependent on themselves for their daily living
and to send back money abroad to their family,” he
said. Riders, who are paid by delivery, often feel
pressured to rush to avoid bad reviews that can
mean they are booted from a platform, Khouw
added. “They can’t afford not to work, to be sus-
pended or to be terminated, you know, with no
recourse. That to me is exploitation.”

Esteban Linares, who was injured while riding for
Uber Eats, says the promise of flexibility disappears
when you rely on the platforms for a living. “It’s not
as flexible as you might think because if we want to
make a profit, we will always have to work at the
peak hours,” Linares told AFP.

In recent years legal challenges to gig worker
conditions have multiplied around the world, pushing
back against the lack of employer-provided benefits
like health insurance or minimum wage protections.
Earlier this year, Spain became the first country in
the European Union to announce Deliveroo riders
would be considered salaried staff, with France
expected to announce proposals for delivery plat-
forms soon.

‘Global struggle’ 
Australian and New Zealand app Menulog last

month moved toward treating its Australian delivery
riders as employees, following a similar move by its
European owner Just Eat. “When people start get-
ting killed out there and hospitalised that’s where
we draw the line,” Menulog Managing Director
Morten Belling told a hearing of federal parliament
in Sydney.

“It doesn’t really matter if they’re being killed on
the Menulog platform or another platform; we play in
the same industry, and we don’t want to be part of

that.” The announcement was heralded as a “water-
shed” moment by Australia’s Transport Workers
Union. But Menulog’s Australian market share pales
in comparison to Uber Eats which, according to
research from IBISWorld released last year, claims
nearly 70 percent of the sector’s revenue.

An Uber Eats Australia spokeswoman told AFP
that the company continues to call for “sensible
measures” to provide benefits and protections but
wouldn’t follow Menulog as it would reduce the
flexibility of working for the platform. The company
also said it provided “specialized insurance” for
riders to cover injuries and income support for rid-
ers hurt on the job.

Similarly, Deliveroo said it was committed to

improving conditions but blamed current industri-
al law for preventing it from providing increased
benefits. Khouw, working alongside the Transport
Workers Union, is trying to negotiate better safe-
ty for riders at Deliveroo, but finds organizing iso-
lated riders in a smaller market like Australia
incredibly hard. “We find that in Australia, we
don’t have the same density of riders as, for exam-
ple, in Britain,” he said.

But as a growing number of riders across the
world meet online to share information, he hoped
pressure from overseas would fuel change in
Australia. “It is paramount to let everyone know that
we are not alone,” he said. “We are part of a global
movement, part of a global struggle.” —AFP

Delivery riders 
become staff in
Spain reform 
MADRID: Spain’s  cabinet on Tuesday
approved a labor law reform that recognizes
delivery riders working for firms such as
Deliveroo or UberEats as staff in a first in the
European Union. The modifications will be
published in the state’s official journal in the
coming days and firms will have three months
to comply. “Spain is now at the forefront of
international legislation. There is no other
country in the world... that has dared legislate
on this matter,” Labor Minister Yolanda Diaz
told a press conference. 

It is the first legislation passed in Europe
that explicitly regulates the status of delivery
workers who get around on bikes and motor-
cycles and whose numbers have exploded in
recent years. California passed a law in 2019,
the only one of its kind in the United States,
requiring companies in the “gig economy” to
treat their workers as employees and provide
them with social protection. 

But it was ultimately rejected in a referen-
dum last November. In Europe, del ivery
workers are generally considered as self-
employed, especially in France. The legislative
decree “recognizes the presumption of
employment for workers who provide paid
delivery services” via such digital companies,
a ministry statement said. “A young person
riding a bike with an app or a mobile device is
not an entrepreneur,” said Diaz.

Paying social contributions 
Companies will now have to pay contribu-

tions so their delivery riders can receive
social benefits. Under terms of the reform,
companies using riders must make available
to unions details about how they share out the
delivery orders and the bonuses paid to rid-
ers. The pledge came after a Supreme Court
ruling in September that there was a “working
relationship” between riders and Barcelona-
based food delivery app Glovo.

In Spain, as in other countries, the riders
have repeatedly denounced their precarious
working conditions, taking legal action to
demand recognition as salaried staff, which
would guarantee them benefits such as paid
holidays and sick leave. In early March,
Deliveroo, Stuart, Glovo and UberEats issued
a statement warning that such “forced labour-
ization... endangers a sector that contributes
700 million euros ($850 million) to Spain’s
GDP”. The main delivery workers union,
Riders X Rights, denounced the reform as
“insufficient” while other smaller unions fear
the reform will drive platforms to cut back on
jobs. —AFP
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SYDNEY: This photo taken on Dec 12, 2020 shows food delivery rider Steve Khouw waiting to collect an
order at a restaurant in the Sydney suburb of Chatswood. —AFP

Ivory Coast cocoa 
sector faces struggle 
with child labor
SOUBRE, Ivory Coast: Twenty minutes into his
meeting with a social worker after being picked up
by police, 15-year-old Issouf wrings his hands and
admits it: He has been working on a cocoa planta-
tion. The scrawny lad is one of an army of young-
sters who forego school to provide cheap labor for
farmers in Ivory Coast, the world’s top producer of
the cacao bean. Police had netted Issouf and 67 oth-
er children in a crackdown in Soubre, the country’s
cocoa-producing heartland 400 km west of the eco-
nomic capital Abidjan. The widely-publicized opera-
tion last week, named Nawa 2, comes as the West
African country faces mounting demands from west-
ern consumers for ethical chocolate - a product that
is ecologically sound and free of child labor.

According to the NORC research group at the
University of Chicago, nearly 800,000 children
were involved in cocoa-related labor in Ivory Coast
in 2018-19 - a figure that compares to an estimate
of 1.2 million in 2013-14, made by researchers at
Tulane University in New Orleans. Many of the chil-
dren in Ivory Coast come from Burkina Faso and
Mali, poor landlocked countries and traditional

providers of labor for their richer neighbor.
This was the case of Issouf, who said he came

from neighboring Burkina with his father two years
ago. His father went away after a month and left the
boy with a man, who was presented as his uncle, to
work on a plantation. “This is a case of trafficking,”
said Alain-Didier Lath Mel, director of child protec-
tion at the Ivorian ministry of the family.

Vocational training 
Operation Nawa 2, the fifth swoop of its kind

since 2009, mobilized about 100 men from the
security forces, police and paramilitary gendarmes
over two days, said Luc Zaka, deputy director of the
criminal police. A team of journalists, including
those from AFP, was able to follow the police in the
Meagui area, 50 km from Soubre.

The convoy of half a dozen 4x4s preceded by a
motorbike rider drove along a reddish clay track
that wound between the green fields of cocoa and
rubber trees. Regularly, the convoy stopped.
Children were sometimes surprised along the path,
returning from the field with their machetes, some-
times in hamlets tending to the heaps of cocoa
beans drying in front of the houses.

Police officers also roamed the fields to flush out
children in the plantations. Some of the youngsters
were caught only after a chase, but after four hours
of activity, a dozen children and adolescents were
taken in. They were driven to the Children’s
Reception Centre in Soubre, which opened in 2018.

Like Issouf, the underage workers were heard and
sensitized by social workers and psychologists.

Their parents were due to pick them up the next
day, after a discussion with the police and center
officials. In serious cases of forced labor or child
abuse, young people stay at the reception center
for a few months. Many are illiterate. They can go
back to school and learn a trade, such as cattle rais-
ing, market gardening, sewing, hairdressing and
ironwork. Apart from the swoops by police, regular
work is carried out in the countryside by local child
protection committees. —AFP

Nearly fifth of 
Earth’s surface 
transformed 
PARIS: Whether it’s turning forests into
cropland or savannah into pastures,
humanity has repurposed land over the
last 60 years equivalent in area to Africa
and Europe combined, researchers said
Tuesday. If you count all such transitions
since 1960, it adds up to about 43 mil-
lion sq km, four times more than previ-
ous estimates, according to a study in
Nature Communications. 

“Since land use plays a central role
for climate mitigation, biodiversity and
food production, understanding its full
dynamics is essential for sustainable land
use strategies,” lead author Karina
Winkler, a physical geographer at
Wageningen University & Research in
the Netherlands, told AFP. Plants and
soil - especially in tropical forests - soak
up about 30 percent of manmade car-

bon pollution, so large-scale landscape
changes could spell success or failure in
meeting Paris Agreement temperature
targets.

The 2015 climate treaty enjoins
nations to stop global heating at “well
below” two degrees Celsius, and 1.5C if
possible. The planet has already warmed
1.2C above the preindustrial benchmark,
enough to unleash a crescendo of deadly
storms, sea level rise and other impacts.
Since 1960, Earth’s total forest cover has
shrunk by nearly a million km2, while
areas covered by cropland and pastures
have each increased by roughly the
same extent, the study found.

But the global figures obscure impor-
tant regions differences. Forest areas in
the Global North - Europe, Russia, East
Asia and North America - have
increased in the last 60 years, while for-
est loss in developing countries of the
Global South has been staggeringly
high, the study showed. Conversely,
croplands have declined in the north and
expanded in the global South, especially
to satisfy rich country appetites.

“Tropical deforestation has occurred

for the production of beef, sugarcane
and soybean in the Brazilian Amazon, oil
palm in Southeast Asia, and cocoa in
Nigeria and Cameroon,” Winkler noted.
High oil prices - peaking at around $145
per barrel of crude in 2008 - also fueled

conversion of forests to bioenergy
crops. The study revealed rapid land use
change - driven first by the Green revo-
lution in the 1960-70s, and then by the
expansion of globalized markets - up to
2005. —AFP

ANKARA: A farmer in the Golbasi district of Ankara tills his field as he
drives his tractor on May 8, 2021. —AFP
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SOUBRE, Ivory Coast: Police officers detain a child
caught drying cocoa in the sun in the village of
Opouyo on May 7, 2021 during an operation to remove
children working on cocoa plantations. —AFP

UK economy in 
recovery mode 
LONDON: Britain’s economic recovery began to
recover strongly at the end of the first quarter
despite lockdown restrictions, official data revealed
yesterday. Gross domestic product jumped 2.1 per-
cent in March, the Office for National Statistics said,
although by not enough for the UK economy to

avoid contracting overall in the first quarter. GDP
shrank by 1.5 percent overall in the first three
months of 2021 compared with the final quarter last
year, the ONS said.

The UK is meanwhile currently exiting lockdown
at a gradual pace, allowing the economy to further
recover from pandemic fallout. “As we cautiously
reopen the economy, I will continue to take all the
steps necessary to support our recovery,” finance
minister Rishi Sunak said in reaction to the data.

Darren Morgan, ONS director of economic statis-
tics, said the strong recovery seen in March was led

by retail and school reopenings, offsetting weakness
in the services sector. He added that construction
grew strongly over the quarter and stood above its
pre-pandemic level in March. Morgan also noted that
manufacturing recovered robustly in both February
and March.

Meanwhile, “exports of goods to the EU continued
to increase in March and are now almost back to their
December level” before Brexit took place, he added.
“However, imports from Europe remain sluggish in the
first three months of the year, being outstripped by
non-EU imports for the first time on record.” —AFP


